CYCLES

by Isabel Rodriguez Ramos

ABOUT THE COLLECTION

CYCLES collection - with an elegant and original design - is characterized by
soft colors and dreamlike atmospheres. The artistic photographs, taken in wild
environments of the Italian territory, portray the Body as an integral part of the
natural Landscape.
Circularity, a recurring theme in the artist’s visual research, leads back to the
seasonality of Nature, to the cyclicality of life and human relationships and to
the interdependence that binds us to other Beings.
Suitable for minimalist and refined environments, the collection is made up of
several independent series that interact with each other. Each photographic artwork, maintaining a circular perspective, in addition to being part of a restricted collection, is connected to the Main Collection.
The strong synchrony between the images allows you to compose your own
original Body of Artworks, collecting the photographs that are part of the same
series or selecting the works from different series.
By assembling the photographs - inspired by colors, geometries, landscapes and
complementary subjects - you can compose your personal collection, making
your environments unique, awakening sensations and giving shape to marvelous
visual harmonies.
Each Art Print is conceived in square format, while the circular image is inscribed inside it. The square format underlines the human limit in detaching itself from its earthly condition, while the circle inside it symbolizes the ability
of Art to transfigure humans into creatures capable of (at least, partially) grasping the Divine thanks to the creative process and the return to Mother Earth.
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CYCLES

by Isabel Rodriguez Ramos

ABOUT THE ART PRINTS

Fine-Art prints curated by Isabel Rodriguez Ramos in Limited Edition.
The soft colours of this Collection take on a dreamlike atmosphere. Each
piece in the collection ties in with the rest, making the art prints an interconnected art constellation as well as being independent works.
The Fine-art Prints on natural cotton artist’s paper - with a matt, uncoated
finish and lightly textured surface characterized by accurate colors and deep
blacks - ensure a rich and vibrant display of colours. Printed in Italy.
The fine-art printing technique - used to attain intense, saturated colours as
well as a greater variety of depth and nuances - guarantees archival conservation of colours for the highest possible age resistance.
Carefully wrapped in silk paper and packed in a protective cardboard tube.
Worldwide shipping available.
The Frame is not included.
Available Formats: 30x30 · 50x50
Each Artwork is shipped:
· Unframed
· in Edition of 20
· Signed
· with Authenticity Certificate
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Fine-Art Print · Edition of 20
Natural Cotton Artist’s Paper
Square Format, Circular Photo
30x30 · 50x50
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